
Competitive X-99 Boathandling 
Chalk Talk Notes: 

Gybing Techniques 
 
Big Picture Goal 
The big picture goal is to keep the boat going fast 
through the entire gybe.  To do that well, choosing the 
right wave or puff is crucial to good execution. 
 
The Driver 
Tries to stay dialed into the boat’s “feel” in order to 
duplicate the same results on the other gybe. 
 
Procedure: 

1. Bears away slowly 
2. Finishes with a faster turn 

 
A note on styles: 
The driver has to pay attention to the progress of the trimmers when 
gybing.  The driver should be pushing the trimmers a bit, but 
frequently a bad gybe is the result of a driver ignoring the progress of 
the trimmers.  Constant communication flow of the right elements 
helps a team navigate their way to the fastest course quickly. 

 
 
The Main Trimmer 
Procedure: 

1. Centers the traveler 
2. Loads the new running backstay onto the winch 
3. Pulls the main across as the boat passes dead-

downwind (DDW) 
4. Releases the old runner at the same time 
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5. Trims the new runner on for the new tack 
 
 
The Headsail Trimmers 

 
As one eases the other trims! 

 
Procedure: 

1. Trim the guy to windward as the boat turns 
2. Eases the sheet the same amount simultaneously 
3. Ease the twing-line on the old guy as the boom 

crosses 
4. Trim the new twing on the new guy after the 

boom has crossed 
 
 
The Pit 
The mastman can take on several different roles, which 
each contribute to the gybe in different conditions. 
Light air: 
• Moving weight to help roll the boat and adding 

communication about the fleet 
Medium air: 
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• Helping clear the sheet around the boat  
Heavy air: 
• Acting as a secondary trimmer for the mainsheet 

as weight is shifted aft in the boat and the loads 
on the sheets require more help 

 
 

A note on styles: 
Because the Pit may need to do two or even three of these roles on a 
single downwind leg, his or her ability to recognize the prevailing 
need for the conditions in either maintaining hull balance by keeping 
weight aft or rotating the spinnaker by over hauling or clearing sheets 
gives a team a strong edge in shifting gears quickly in the gybes and 
straight lines.   
 
 
The Bowman 
Procedure: 

1. Steps up to the spinnaker pole 
2. Plants both feet solidly 
3. Releases the pole from the mast 
4. Releases from the guy 
5. Grabs the new guy placing it directly into the jaws 

of the pole 
6. Slides the pole forward and away when attaching 

to the mast 
 
A note on styles: 
Three keys to watch for in a successful gybe are  

• Releasing the pole from both the mast and guy to allow the 
trimmers full control of the sail’s rotation particularly in light air 
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• Keeping the pole parallel to the horizon because the end of the 
pole may not have released the old guy or may catch it when 
manipulating the pole, the result of this can be something that 
resembles a “kayak-stroke” that shakes the sheet and the 
spinnaker disrupting airflow across the sail 

• Sliding the pole forward and away from you when attaching it to 
the mast allowing the pole t follow the guy naturally to the clew 
rather than “poking” the pole out to the side of the boat which 
will also shake the spinnaker and disrupt airflow 

Good bow technique doesn’t require brute force.  A good bowman 
learns to spot the opportunities when the boat’s motions can work to 
his advantage and seizes those opportunities. 


